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Machine Learning (ML) is the branch of Artificial Intelligence focused on developing
algorithms capable of adapting and improving their predictive or generative performance
by feeding on data. Adapting or improving the system’s behaviour based on the provided
data is called learning since it is similar to the human learning process in many aspects.
The same ML algorithm, usually referred to as a model, trained on different data will
thus expose different capabilities and can, therefore, solve different tasks.

FL is a relatively recent distributed ML methodology [1] aiming to bridge the gap
between the need to train ever bigger ML models on ever larger datasets and the individual
and companies’ will to protect and not share their private data. From another point of
view, FL is also a way to distribute the training of an ML model even more than before.
However, it should be considered that the learning performance of FL is usually lower
than that of traditional centralised learning [2].

This course will start from Kairouz and McMahan’s definition of FL [3]: ”Federated
learning is a machine learning setting where multiple entities (clients) collaborate in solv-
ing a machine learning problem, under the coordination of a central server or service
provider. Each client’s raw data is stored locally and not exchanged or transferred; in-
stead, focused updates intended for immediate aggregation are used to achieve the learning
objective.” From this starting point, the most significant aspects of FL will be exposed
and discussed.

This tutorial will particularly explore FL from both the learning [4] and computa-
tional [5] performance perspectives, investigating its pros and cons in a distributed ML
setting. Since FL natively targets data privacy, some insights on how the FL process can
be attacked and protected will also be discussed from a high-level perspective. Finally,
a hands-on session will guide the participants in building a basic FL system, providing a
better understanding of the major implementational difficulties of such a technique.
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